
Code Management Code Quality Extras and Solutions

Business-Ready Git
Source code management, collaboration and 
continuous integration tools that are �exible, 
integrated, fast, and business-ready.

How professional teams do Git
Git repository management in the cloud or on 
your servers. Collaborate on code with inline 
comments and pull requests. Manage and 
share your Git repositories to build and ship 
software as a team.

Continuous delivery in Bitbucket
Build, test & deploy from Bitbucket Cloud 
with Bitbucket Pipelines. 
Flip a switch and start building by adding 
a simple bitbucket-pipelines.yml �le to the 
root of your repository. No extra integration 
steps or switching between tools.

A free Git and Mercurial client

Say goodbye to the command line and use the full 
capabilities of Git and Hg through Sourcetree’s 
beautifully simple interface.

Continuous delivery from code to deployment
Bamboo Server is a continuous integration and 
delivery tool that ties automated builds, tests, and 
releases together in a single work�ow. It works 
great alongside Jira Software and Bitbucket 
providing a fully traceable deployment pipeline.

Search, track, and visualize code changes
Visualize and report on activity and search for 
commits, �les, revisions, or teammates across 
SVN, Git, Mercurial, CVS and Perforce.

Collaborative peer code review
Review code, discuss changes, share knowledge, 
and identify defects with Crucible’s �exible 
review work�ow.

Plan, track and work
Spend less time managing work and more time 
building great software. Enable development 
teams to capture issues, plan work, and resolve 
requests. Add agile project management for 
scrum or kanban teams.
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Bitbucket Pipelines is a novel approach 
for helping customers achieve Continuous 
Delivery quickly. It makes CI much more 
e�ective. Given our mission to help speed 
up the CI pipelinethrough massive test 
parallelization, the integration is a no brainer.

Review, manage
and ship your code

Jack Maxon,
Product Manager, SauceLabs

atlassian.com/software/dev-tools

Everything your team needs to ship great software.
Powering productivity at 50,000 companies worldwide  
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